
Southern Fleurieu Film Society      2014

Feb 5
The Sapphires

Film screenings at Centenary Hall.                                     All films start at 7pm

Australia  2012 103 minutes

Biography/Comedy/Drama

Directed by: Wayne Blair

Stars: Chris O’Dowd, Debra
Mailman, Jessica Mauboy

Set in 1968. An unlikely talent scout discovers four young,
talented singers and takes them from their remote Aboriginal
community to entertain the troops in Vietnam. A new world opens
up for the girls in this parable of self-determination.

Mar 5
Jiro Dreams
of Sushi

USA 2011 81 minutes

Documentary

Directed by: David Gelb

Stars: Jiro Ono,
Masuhiro Yamamoto
Daisuke Nakazama

A documentary on an 85 year old sushi master, Jiro Ono.
Considered by many to be the world’s greatest sushi chef. The
film explores his business in a Tokyo subway and his relationship
with his two sons, one of whom will be the eventual heir to his
business.

Beautiful...Thoughtful...Engrossing...

Apr 2
Ed Wood
USA 1994 127 minutes

Biography/Comedy/Drama

Directed by: Tim Burton

Stars: Johnny Depp,
Martin Landau
Sarah Jessica Parker

An effervescent charmer,
full of heart and soul!

A unique and mostly true story about the legendary director of
awful movies and his motley crew of Hollywood misfits, outcasts,
has-beens, and never-weres. A heartfelt tribute to one man’s love
of making movies.

Hilarious...

Tragic...

Heartfelt...

May 7
Beautiful Kate
Australia  2009 90 minutes

Drama/Mystery

Directed by: Rachel Ward

Stars: Ben Mendelsohn, Rachel
Griffiths, Sophie Lowe, Bryan Brown

A son returns home to a remote homestead to say goodbye to his
dying father. While there, the son relives memories of his beautiful
twin sister and their childhood together. These memories awaken
long buried secrets. Set in the Flinders Ranges.

Jun 4
Zorba the Greek

Greece  1964 142 minutes

Drama/Action/Adventure

Directed by: Mihalis Kakogiannis

Stars: Alan Bates, Anthony Quinn, Irene
Papas

An uptight English writer arrives on the island of Crete and is
‘adopted’ by Alexis Zorba who is determined to show him that only
by tasting defeat can one truly enjoy life’s victories.
A lusty, life-affirming movie with a career defining performance by
Anthony Quinn.

Life, death, comedy,
tragedy, love, hate,
nastiness, compassion -
this movie has it all!

Jul 2
The Third Man
UK  1949 93 minutes

Film Noir/Mystery/Thriller

Directed by: Carol Reed

Stars: Orson Welles,
Joseph Cotton, Alida Valli

Pulp Novelist travels to post-war Vienna to take up a job offered to
him by  an old friend, only to find himself investigating his friends
mysterious death. This atmospheric thriller boasts iconic
performances by Joseph Cotton and Orson Welles.

An undisputed
masterpiece of cinema!

Haunting, confronting and
superbly crafted.

Medium level coarse language
Drug use

Mild violence,
coarse language and
sexual references

Strong sexual themes and sex
scenes. Strong coarse language
and nudity

Low level violence, adult themes

Adult themes
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Southern Fleurieu Film Society      2014
Film screenings at Centenary Hall.                                    All films start at 7pm

Aug 6
Frida
USA/Mexico  2002 123 minutes

Biography/Drama/Romance

Directed by: Julie Taymor

Stars: Salma Hayek, Alfred Molina,
Geoffrey Rush

A tribute to a truly unique
and remarkable woman.

Sep 3
The Good
The Bad and
The Ugly

Italy/Spain/  1966 161 minutes

Adventure/Western

Directed by: Sergio Leonie

Stars: Clint Eastwood, Eli Wallach,
Lee Van Cleef

The pinnacle of Spaghetti
Westerns!

Oct 1
The
Intouchables
France  2011 112 minutes

Biography/Comedy/Drama

Directed by: Olivier Nakache and Eric
Toledano

Stars: Francois Cluzet, Omar Sy, Anne
Le Ny

A biography of artist Frida Kahlo who channeled the pain of
crippling injuries and her tempestuous marriage into her paintings.
Her innate energy, passion and love of life allowed her to
overcome daunting obstacles to achieve recognition as one of the
most significant female artists of the 20th Century.

After he becomes a quadraplegic from a paragliding accident, an
aristocrat hires a young, street-smart, ex-con to be his caretaker.
Uplifting, irreverent comedy about friendship, trust and human
possibility. Based on a true story.

A bounty hunting scam joins two gunslingers in an uneasy
alliance against a third in a race to find a fortune in gold. The
action moves from the Wild West to the chaos of the American
Civil War. Featuring a brilliant musical score by Ennio Morricone.

Nov 5
The Lives of
Others
Germany  2006 138 minutes

Drama/Thriller

Directed by: Florian Henckel von
Donnersmarck

Stars: Ulrich Muhe, Martina Gedeck,
Sebastion Koch

Set in 1984 East Berlin. An agent of the Stasi is conducting
surveillance on a writer and his lover and finds himself becoming
increasingly absorbed by their lives. A beautiful and subtle portrait
of how oppression can atrophy the soul and how authentic lives
seek to transcend a repressive regime.

Dec 3
Duck Soup
USA 1933 70 minutes

Comedy/Musical

Directed by: Leo McCarey

Stars: Groucho Marx, Harpo Marx,
Chico Marx, Zeppo Marx, Margaret
Dumont

The mythical country of Freedonia is broke and on the verge of
revolution. A farcical series of events lead to war with
neighbouring country, Sylvania. A short but brilliant satire and
lampooning of dictatorial leaders.

We are a member of the FVFS

Adult themes,
medium level sex scenes.

Medium level violence

Coarse language and drug use.

Strong sexual references
A brilliant and terrifying
depiction of the dark side of
the former East Germany.

The Marx Brothers greatest
and funniest masterpiece!

A celebration of everything
that makes life worthwhile!

Cadell Street, Goolwa Any enquiries about the SFFS may be directed to Michael Tye (Chairperson) 0438 800 066

The Southern Fleurieu Film
Society acknowledges the
assistance it has been given by
Alexandrina Council and
Country Arts SA.


